
Sunday 22 March
300-400: Overview of behavioural economics
I. Desiderata for participation (VC)
II. Overview of behavioural decision theory (CC)
III. Overview of behavioural game theory (VC)
430-600: Present bias and time-inconsistency I: Theory and evidence (VC + CC)
700-900: dinner

Monday 23 March
915-1045: Reference-dependence and loss aversion I: Theory and evidence (CC)
1115-1245: Strategic thinking I: Theory and evidence (VC)
100-230: lunch
430-600: Reference-dependence and loss aversion II: Applications (VC + CC)
700-900: dinner

Tuesday 24 March
915-1045: Strategic thinking II: Applications (CC)
1115-1245: Public policy forum (Bank and Treasury participants)
100-230: lunch
230-400: Present bias and time-inconsistency II: Applications (VC + CC)
430-600: Measuring cognition in economic decisions: How and why? II (CC + VC)
700-900: dinner

Wednesday 25 March
915-1045: Structural and nonparametric econometrics (VC)
1115-1245: Participants’ 15-minute presentations (90 minutes; expand as needed by shortening breaks)
100-200: lunch
200-330: Strategic thinking III: Applications (VC)
400-500: Wrap-up: Neuroeconomics and machine learning (CC), Questions (VC + CC)